Types of American Law

1) First meet with your home group where you will be assigned an expert "LAW" group.

2) Then, go to your expert "LAW" group to:
   • Discuss, analyze, and complete your assigned "LAW".
   • Find your assigned "LAW" on pages 149-150 in the Gateway textbook.
   • Add images and symbols to make it easier to understand.

3) When your teacher decides, return to your home group.
   • You now have one completed "LAW" page and four blank "LAW" pages.

4) Each "LAW" expert will share the information they found to the rest of the home group.
   • Every member will discuss, analyze, and complete the information in their own flipbook.

5) The goal is to complete the whole 'LAW' flipbook with every "LAW" expert's information.
Military Law

Cut and discard this area.
Civil Law
Constitutional Law, State Law, Federal Law